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SUFFICE TO SAY – LEDERLUX STYLE!
  

“LEDERLUX“ is a renowned manufacturer of leather products and accessories. The work and
talent of three generations of the Petkovic family have been invested in the creation of this
brand present in fashion salons all over our country and abroad.

      

It all started when way back in 1968 Zivomir Petkovic set up a tailor’s shop in Mladenovac. His
son Milisav learnt the trade in one of the world fashion centres, Paris, where for 9 years he
successfully ran a studio for manufacturing leather accessories. The experience he gained in
the “City of Lights” and in the domestic market resulted in founding “LEDERLUX” private
enterprise, which has successfully operated since 1987.
Today, “LEDERLUX” creates the finest leather accessories (belts, bags, wallets…) and the
leather product range also includes leather coats, jackets, skirts and suits, whose style and
innovativeness have enabled them to conquer the demanding fashion market and to impress
the renowned fashion juries (Zlatna Kosuta award in 1995 and 1996, Srebrna Kosuta in 1997,
Award for Business Efficency and Creativity in 2002).
In addition to selling its products in fashion salons in Belgrade, Vrnjacka Banja, Nis, Skopje,
etc., the company also exports a large portion of its production programme to Croatia,
Montenegro, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Macedonia.
Mattress quilting is also performed at the manufacturing plants of this successful family firm with
the aid of the latest machinery, and quilted mattresses of the famous manufacturers Hearpen,
Latex and Memorypen are exported to the demanding French market as well.
“LEDERLUX” company is situated in two locations (including the retail shop in Mladenovac) with
a total of 2 500 square metres of business space in its own possession, and it is planning to
expand and build a modern business centre too.
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